Vibration control of the blade section of a wind turbine is investigated based on the sliding mode proportional-integral (SM-PI) method, i.e., sliding mode control (SMC) based on a PI controller. e structure is modeled as a 2D pretwisted blade section integrated with calculation of structural damping, which is subjected to flap/lead-lag vibrations of instability. To facilitate the hardware implementation of the control algorithm, the SM-PI method is applied to realize tracking for limited displacements and velocities. e SM-PI algorithm is a novel SMC algorithm based on the nominal model. It combines the effectiveness of the sliding mode algorithm for disturbance control and the stability of PID control for practical engineering application. e SM-PI design and stability analysis are discussed, with superiority and robustness and convergency control demonstrated. An experimental platform based on human-computer interaction using OPC technology is implemented, with position tracking for displacement and control input signal illustrated. e platform verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the SM-PI algorithm in solving practical engineering problems, with online tuning of PI parameters realized by applying OPC technology.
Introduction
Vibration control for flutter instability of a wind turbine blade using intelligent control theory or structural control method is playing an important role in the field of flutter suppression for a long time. e 2D typical cross-sectional analysis has widely been used in a quick study of flap/leadlag or flap/twist vibrations of a wind turbine blade due to its simplicity and convenience [1] [2] [3] . e analysis of various intelligent proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control theories for divergent instability control of the wind turbine blade section subjected to combined flap/lead-lag motions was investigated [1] . Some structural control methods, based on trailing-edge flaps or microtabs, were used for aeroelastic control of the cross sections [2, 3] . A numerical study on the closed-loop control of transonic buffet suppression by using a trailing-edge flap was performed [2] , which was designed to solve the flutter problem. Numerical investigation of the flap/twist vibration model of a smart turbine section with a microtab was also performed in [3] . Stall flutter control of the blade section undergoing asymmetric limit oscillations was investigated by using the microtab control scheme [3] . Some other intelligent algorithms have recently been used in stability control of the wind turbine blade or flexible beam structure [4] [5] [6] [7] . Two types of model prediction control (MPC) algorithms [4] [5] [6] were investigated to suppress the sectional vibrations of the turbine blade. e structure was modeled as 2D pretwisted cross section which incorporated the structural damping under different pretwisted angles, with vibration control investigated by using the intelligent MPC algorithm [4] . e SMC algorithm with PID sliding surface was also used to design a controller for a two-link flexible beam structure to track the chaotic signal in the presence of bounded disturbances and to regulate the tip deflection [7] . In addition, the stability of integral SMC was analyzed using the Lyapunov stability criterion to make reduction in cost of wind energy from wind turbines [8] .
Rotor blades, as one of the most critical components in a wind turbine system, should maintain structural integrity. However, structural failure accidents of wind turbine blades are not uncommon. Structural failures of large wind turbine blades observed in recent years have mostly been attributed to severe divergent vibrations in flap/lead-lag directions. It is reported that with an estimated 700 thousand blades in operation globally, there are, on average, 3,800 incidents of blade failure each year [9] . Driven by the quasi-steady aerodynamic forces proposed in [10] , the damping blade was described in order to study the divergent instability control by using intelligent control theory in the present study. Because SMC is one of the effective nonlinear robust approaches with respect to system dynamics and invariant to uncertainties [8] , the Lyapunov stability approach is always used in SMC to keep the nonlinear system under control, and SMC method integrated with the Lyapunov analysis is used to realize the vibration control in blade sectional movements in the present study.
In view of the fact that the large wind power system is mostly controlled by PLC, the intelligent control algorithms should be analyzed in advance to facilitate execution in PLC hardware. erefore, exploring the real-time realization of SMC has practical significance in engineering. Chakrabarty and Bartoszewicz [11] presented a theoretical analysis to show that increased robustness can be achieved for discrete SMC systems by choosing the sliding variables or the outputs. To avoid the chattering problem in the reaching-lawbased discrete SMC and the generation of over-large control action in the equivalent-control-based discrete SMC, a new discrete SMC method based on nonsmooth control was proposed in [12] . As for the control of external disturbances and uncertain systems, a discrete SMC was presented for the robust chaos suppression of the generalized continuoustime chaotic systems subject to matched/mismatched disturbances in [13, 14] , with a robust output feedback controller proposed for a class of uncertain discrete time, multiinput/multioutput, and linear systems. e controller was based on the combination of discrete SMC and Kalman estimator, ensuring the stability and robustness with an output tracking against the modeling uncertainties at large sampling periods.
All of these discrete SMC algorithms are used for the real-time implementation of intelligent control theory in controller hardware. However, due to the complexity of the algorithm itself, some discrete algorithms are still not suitable for implementation in general PLC hardware. In the present study, an SMC algorithm based on the nominal model, more suitable for error tracking and disturbance loads, is investigated to control divergent vibrations of the blade section. Since the PID algorithm is easy to be combined with SMC as mentioned above [7] and easy to be executed in the PLC controller, the expansion algorithm of nominal SMC based on PI controller is further applied to make use of the experiment to verify the effectiveness of the control algorithm in the present study. An experimental platform based on human-computer interaction is implemented to verify the algorithm effectiveness, with the PI controller executed in PLC hardware using OPC technology that was originally demonstrated in [15] . Figure 1 shows the coordinate system of pretwisted blade sections of the wind turbine. Figure 1(a) shows the section without pretwist, which is suspended by using the linear springs and viscous dampers located at the elastic axis EA. Figure 1(b) shows the pretwisted section of Figure 1(a) .
Structural Model
e movements of the independent airfoil section exhibit two directions of displacements. e first is the flap-wise vibration displacement perpendicular to the plane of rotation, denoted by z; and the second is the displacement of the lead-lag vibration in the rotor plane, denoted by y. e origin of the rotating axis system is located at the rigid root.
e characteristic cross-sectional dimension chord length is c � 1.316 m at a distance r � 5 m from the hub. e wind velocity is denoted by U � 10 m·s 
where the mass per length of the blade section is described by ρ b � 7.598 kg·m −1 ; the air density is ρ a ; the natural angular frequencies of motions perpendicular to chordwise direction and parallel to chordwise direction are described by ω n � 4 rad·s −1 and ω t � 8 rad·s −1 , respectively; and the corresponding damping ratios are denoted by ξ n � 0.02 and ξ t � 0.04, respectively. e incoming angle is ψ � atan (U/Ω/r). e aerodynamic lift coefficient and drag coefficient are described as C L and C D , respectively. In particular, the "z" and "y" in equation (1) are defined as the flapping angle and lagging angle [16] , which are called as "flap-wise" and "lead-lag wise" displacements in the present study, respectively. In addition, each order derivative term is defined as a derivative relative to a kind of reduced time.
e structural damping coefficient matrix C s and structural stiffness coefficient matrix K sw can be written as [10, 16] 
where the structural damping-based coefficient matrices can be defined as 2 Shock and Vibration
e accuracy of the aerodynamic data is important to the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the blade section. e aerodynamic data can be obtained by using Xfoil software [10] . e lift coefficient C L and the drag efficient C D , each can be fitted (according to the acquired data) as a function of attack angle α in present study. e function is expressed as the Fourier series based on the first eight harmonics signals,
, the coefficient parameters which can be found in Table 1 . e values in Table 1 satisfy the goodness of fit, with the maximum SSE being 0.1448, the minimum R-square being 0.9909, and the maximum RMSE being 0.07611. e numerical fitting method can simplify the calculation of nonlinear aerodynamic forces on the right side of equation (1), and hence equation (1) can be linearized so as to facilitate the subsequent realization of sliding mode control. e perturbed disturbance loads d y and d z defined later using the equivalent method are attached to the aerodynamic forces in order to study the divergent instability control more effectively in the present study.
In order to carry on the subsequent analysis, equation (1) needs to be transformed into the controlled object equation:
T is the state variable vector. τ is an extracontrol force. M 0 and C 0 are the corresponding coefficient matrices, which depend on mass coefficient and damping coefficient in equation (1) . G 0 (x) is a variable, including stiffness term and aerodynamic term in equation (1) .
Due to unstable aerodynamic forces in actual engineering, the coefficients matrices are usually inaccurate and can be expressed as
where E M , E C , and E G are the equivalent nominal perturbed disturbance, respectively, which is originated from the perturbed disturbance loads d y and d z and can be defined as E M � 0.2M 0 × rand(4), E C � 0.2C 0 × rand(4), and E G � 0.2G 0 (x) × rand(4). Herein, rand(4) refers to the uniform distribution in the [0, 1] interval.
Design of Nominal SM-PI Controller
e SM-PID algorithm is a novel SMC algorithm based on the nominal model. It combines the effectiveness of the sliding mode algorithm to disturbance control and the stability of PID control.
Let the variable tracking error be defined as e(t) � x d (t) − x(t). Herein, x d (t) is the theoretical position signal, and x(t) is the actual position signal. en, the sliding mode function can be defined as
where
and from equations (4) and (5), there exists
Herein, M 0 , C 0 , and G 0 are the nominal values of M, C, and G, respectively.
e nominal SM-PID controller can be designed as
where K p > 0 and K i > 0 are the proportional and integral parameters, respectively, in the PID controller. Note that, in the simulation process, the fluctuation of the two controlled displacements does not need to be sharp. is is because the derivative of the object x d being traced (Table 2) is within a small range of [−0.1, 0.1]. Hence in the PID controller, differential control can be omitted in order to reduce the complexity of processing, i.e., let K d � 0. erefore, the nominal SM-PID controller is then degenerated into a SM-PI controller. τ m is the control law based on the nominal model and τ τ is the robust term, which can be described as
From the above analysis of equations (8)- (10), the following can be obtained:
hence, there exists
Stability Analysis of SM-PI Controller
As mentioned in Introduction, Lyapunov theory is often used to realize stability analysis in SMC control. e Lyapunov function based on the integral type is designed as [17]
then,
Considering the orthogonality of flap-wise motion and lead-lag motion, approximately, there exists r
Inserting equation (10) into equation (15), the following equation holds:
since k rii ≥ |E i |, then the following inequality holds:
and the convergence analysis is as follows [17] : From equation (17), the following can be seen:
where 
n ∞ , and then from equations (9) and (11)
∞ , when t ⟶ ∞, r ⟶ 0 exists, and then it can be affirmed that when t ⟶ ∞, there _ e ⟶ 0 exists. Hence, the convergence can be affirmed.
Numerical Simulation and Discussion
e related parameter values of the divergent instability system, including structural parameters and external motion ) parameters, follow the values given in the Section 2. To realize simulation in MATLAB, the simulation parameters and the controller parameters are displayed in Table 2 . Let (2), and Λ � Λ 0 eye(2), the first two most important parameters should be determined first. Since the controlled object in the present study is divergent and has unstable displacement, it is necessary to increase the adjustment of the maximum overshoot, so K p0 needs a larger value, and this study focuses on tracking performance rather than attenuation; therefore, a weaker integral control is needed. erefore, the initial values of K p0 and K i0 can be approximately determined artificially, and the precise tuning of PI parameters (K p0 � 100 and K i0 � 0.02) can be obtained by debugging the control panel of PID regulation built-in PLC using OPC technology (Section 6). Other parameters are not very sensitive to the results and can be properly valued based on experience. Because the superiority of this SM-PI algorithm lies in error tracking, two ideal displacements, flap(z) and lead-lag(y), are preset as ideal sinusoidal signals (Table 2) in advance. Figure 2 shows the uncontrolled divergent displacements and velocities of flap(z)/lead-lag(y) motions. Displacements and velocities are both divergent and unstable. As time goes on, the blade might undergo fracture failure in the direction of flap-wise motion or lead-lag motion. In particular, the lead-lag(y) motion shows a greater divergence, which will cause greater damage in the actual operation of the blade. Achieving the boundedness of displacement fluctuation and vibration amplitude is exactly the purpose of SM-PI control. Table 2 . In particular, good tracking effects have been achieved for both lead-lag(y) and flap(z) motions, which reflects the accuracy of the SM-PI tracking algorithm.
Another more significant feature from multiple repetitions of simulation is that, with respect to different preset amplitudes of both flap(z) and lead-lag(y) within range of [0.05, 0.1], the SM-PI algorithm exhibits a uniform good flutter suppression performance, which further validates the effectiveness of the SM-PI algorithm.
As for signals of control inputs in Figure 3 , the fluctuation law and amplitudes are within the operational range, which also reflects the stability of the controller itself.
Superiority of SM-PI Algorithm.
Another nominal SMC algorithm based on the upper bound method [17] was developed to control instability. Compared with the conventional sliding mode control, it is a better SMC algorithm based on the nominal model. e design process of the control law and effectiveness are as follows.
e Lyapunov function was designed as
e control law was described as
Let k rii satisfy the following inequality:
then, we get € V < 0.
To verify the superiority of the SM-PI algorithm, still take the previous cases in Figure 3 as an example. Figure 4 illustrates the displacements (position signal tracking curves) and velocities (speed signal tracking curves) of flap(z)/lead-lag(y) motions, and the signals of control inputs, which are controlled by the nominal SMC algorithm based on upper bound method. Compared with those demonstrated in Figure 3 , it can be seen that the superiority of the SM-PI algorithm in Figure 3 is remarkable. Its advantages are not only reflected in the tracking effects of displacements and velocities, but also in the fluctuations of control input signals. e displacement tracking of the SMC algorithm based on the upper bound method is not perfect, while the velocity tracking is more fluctuating, which not only increases the negative effect of inertia force in the control process but also increases the negative effect of damping force, which makes the control process more complicated.
In particular, in the engineering application of blade control, the control input can be expressed as an external excitation process such as pitch motion or trailing-edge flap motion, which requires the fluctuation of the control input signal to be as stable as possible, and is beneficial to the realization of physics process. Especially, the actuation technology of the physical hardware with a large amplitude and a high frequency should be avoided as much as possible during the realization of physics process. e SM-PI algorithm does exactly satisfy this condition.
Robustness of SM-PI Algorithm.
e robustness of the algorithm is also very important in the real-time control process. If a control interference signal τ id is added into equation (4), it can be rewritten as
To increase the damping effect in the control process, we might as well relate τ id and the change of velocity, and then τ id can be expressed as
e item E in equation (11) can be expressed as interference conditions. In short, the robustness of the SM-PI algorithm can be verified.
In particular, it is verified that the aerodynamic instability control, under the structural parameters conditions of the controlled object and the parameters cases of external wind speeds U that are fluctuating properly within a certain range, can achieve ideal control effects, which shows the robustness of the SM-PI algorithm. In addition, in this design, the wind speed U is 10 m·s −1 . is is due to the fact that the wind speed does not exceed 10 m·s −1 when the turbulence intensity is constant and the surface roughness is specific, and the turbulence fractal characteristics are within 80 m height [18] . Of course, the SM-PI algorithm is fully applicable to the cases of U < 10 m·s −1 , which is not discussed here.
Convergence Control of SM-PI Algorithm.
In some engineering problems, the stability control of displacement is strict; for example, the displacement converges to a specific value, accompanied by the smallest possible vibration frequency. e same is true for the vibration control of wind turbine blades under certain conditions for flutter suppression; for example, we might as well require both displacements to converge to zeros, that is, the ideal position signals x d (1) � x d (2) � 0. In fact, the tracking problem is more universal, and it can be reduced to a convergent stability problem as long as the control input is within a reasonable and operational range.
Still take the previous cases in Figure 3 as an example. Figure 6 illustrates the position tracking signals for both y and z and corresponding control inputs. From the convergence point of view, both controlled displacements converge fast and can tend to be the steady-state values within 1 s, which reflects the convergence control performance of the algorithm. Although the controlled displacement cannot converge completely to zero, there is a minimal offset, but the direction of the offset is exactly the same as that of actual situation of flap(z)/lead-lag(y) motions. In the actual motion of wind turbine blades, the flap(z) motion is positive, while the lead-lag(y) motion is reverse, which is more consistent with the aeroelastic stability requirement of the blades. From the point of view of the control performance, the control input also converges and can tend to be stable process. Although the frequency of the control input is very high, it is an unfavorable factor, and the amplitude of the control quantity is relatively small, which is within the realizable range of the control operation. High frequency and low amplitude in excitation process are also feasible in physical implementation for blade. For example, we can use the high-frequency reverse cylinder to drive the trailing-edge flap structure to realize the input of the control quantity. erefore, the convergent stability control in the limit cases can also be guaranteed, which further reflects the effectiveness of the SM-PI algorithm.
Experimental Platform Based on OPC Technology
In view of the difficulties of wind tunnel testing in verifying 2D airfoils, an experimental platform based on humancomputer interaction is implemented with the PI controller executed in Siemens s7-200 PLC hardware using OPC technology [15] to verify the effectiveness of the SM-PI algorithm. Figure 7 demonstrates the experimental planning and platform (a) and experimental results displayed in touch screen (b). e experimental platform is characterized by a number of features. (1) e sliding mode algorithm and PI control are completely implemented in PLC. However, due to the limitation of CPU memory capacity, not all sliding mode algorithms (due to its complexity) can be run in PLC. After separating the nominal SMC algorithm from the PI control, the PLC has a built-in PI core program that can greatly simplify the SM-PI operation, which meets the real-time requirements of the control algorithm designed in the present study. In Figure 7 (a), the internal signal transference of the SM-PI algorithm is also shown in the experimental planning; herein, τ 0 � τ − τ m − τ τ , while the system model (plant) is fully run in PC. (2) e core of OPC technology is the OPC-Server, a built-in PC. It is based on the MATLAB simulation environment in PC and combines the OPC definition function of PC-Access software to realize it [15] . (3) e OPC technology realizes the data interactive transmission through the "read" and "write" operation of Server, and the "read" and "write" operation is realized through the PC-PPI cable. For technical operation and detailed configuration of OPC technology and communication parameters, please refer to [15] . (4) e touch screen (TS) connected to the 485 serial port in PLC is used to display the result signals.
In addition, it needs to be explained that the tuning of PI parameters (K p0 and K i0 ) is carried out directly in the programming software of PLC. In the programming software of S7-200 PLC CPU, the manual setting and adjustment of PI parameters can be realized after opening the control panel of PID adjustment by using OPC technology. From the displacement fluctuation curve shown in the panel, the rationality of PI parameters can be determined. Once the parameters are determined, they can be fixed in the system and used as permanent PI parameters. Because of the use of OPC technology, this can actually be regarded as an "online" and real-time tuning process of parameters.
e PI operation itself is a more complex integration process and feedback process. Due to the limitation of PLC memory and its scanning cycle, the program codes of PLC cannot be too long and complex. Otherwise, a relatively slow cycle time would take place as depicted in [15] , which will result in an increasing in the number of CPU modules, thus increasing cost and complexity of operating technique. Because PLC has a built-in PI operation module, it only needs to write the obtained PI parameter to the corresponding memory. e sliding mode operation and the PI controller only need to realize the data exchange between the two parties, which also greatly simplifies the programming of the software, and is an advantage of the SM-PI algorithm over the pure SMC algorithm.
Still take the previous cases in Figure 3 as an example. Figure 3 , it embodies perfect consistency.
e human-computer interaction platform vividly shows the implementation process of the SM-PI algorithm in the controller hardware, and it also provides a useful way to test the feasibility of the intelligent control algorithm in practical engineering application.
In addition, the OPC technology is actually a kind of virtual sensing and testing technology, the object of which is the system which has positive theoretical significance but cannot be built on the basis of practical entity. It virtualizes the roles of the sensor, the A/D module, the D/A module, and the transmission of the signal that is accomplished by the read-write programs of the OPC technology. e experimental results related to vibration-based health monitoring and control of the 2D blade system provide a simple and fast channel for qualitative analysis of vibration control of a 3D blade body.
Conclusions
In this study, vibration control for flap-wise and lead-lag displacements of the wind turbine blade section integrated with structural damping, based on the SM-PI tracking algorithm, is investigated by theoretical derivation and numerical simulation. Some concluding remarks including novelty and practicality can be outlined as follows:
(1) Structure model is a 2D damping-integrated section model. e aerodynamic coefficients are fitted to Fourier series expressions, which can eliminate the aerodynamic nonlinear problem directly, so as to facilitate the subsequent linear control process. Realization of vibration control is based on the SM-PI tracking algorithm, with controller design and stability analysis described. (2) 
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